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	Topic Sponsor Individual Committee or Council who brought the topic forward: Erika Bockmann
	Background Explanation: Unable to open 2024 Summer and Fall application in OAAP until the start and end dates are finalized and   recruiting is receiving requests from students wanting to apply for next year so this needs to be addressed.
 
College Council submitted a request on behalf of the Calendar Committee 2022-2023 requesting the College move to a post-June 30th start date to align our summer quarter with the start of the new fiscal year and this request was approved by ELT on 9/25/23.
 
College Council and stakeholders are reviewing the remaining calendar and dates for accuracy and will make a final recommendation for the entire 24-25 Calendar when that review is complete.
 
Also, provided below is the rationale for the post-June 30th start date in the event you wanted to review it again.  
 
Rationale for a July 1 start for Summer Quarter Proposal
Business Office
Aligns fiscal year with academic year which alleviates a lot of budgetary issues that have to be manually dealt with by Biz Office Staff
 
Payroll/HR
Aligns pay raises and COLAs with the start of the quarter rather than having to adjust all pay group payrates in the middle of a pay period (which is a heavy lift).
 
Grants
Allows grants to align with fiscal calendar which resolves many reporting issues.
 
Tuition Changes
Currently, when tuition rates change, students are charged the lower tuition first, then the new rate kicks in and they are then re-charged the difference.  This creates situations where students have a bill after they thought they paid their tuition  - leading to frustration/drops for non-payment errors, etc.  Starting July 1 or later means they get charged the correct tuition for summer and only one time.
 
Advising
Allows room for two-week spring break for closing out winter quarter and opening spring
 
Faculty Workload
Aligns pay raises and COLAs with the start of the quarter rather than having to adjust all pay group payrates in the middle of a pay period/academic quarter (which is a heavy lift).
 
Financial Aid
Aligns better with our shift to being a header school (which improves financial aid awarding) and allows funding under some programs we currently can't fund as a trailer school
 
System-wide
24 of 34 community colleges in the system start on or after July 1 because of the difficulty of splitting fiscal/academic calendars in ctcLink and the reasons outlined above.  
 
Some things that would need to be managed with this switch:
·         How long the break could/should be between spring and summer quarter (could change as calendar flexes with holidays)
·         Philosophy of whether to always start summer on a Monday or move the date around to the earliest start that can be done but still on or after July 1
·         Clear advising for summer students who would complete/transfer on how to manage/plan for any overlap of semester transfer schools
·         Managing “full quarter length classes” in the summer that would end with just a week or so before fall quarter start.  Impacts some main campus classes (e.g. Welding) and summer Corrections contracts.  (Options to think about: Corrections Ed aligning summer with main campus, maybe redistribute more ftes to FWS to compensate? Rethink summer Welding offerings? Team teach in summer so faculty get a break either at the front or end but there's always one instructor)
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